RealmFive is changing the way customers interact with agricultural technology in areas including agronomy, inventory, irrigation, livestock, and machinery. RealmFive’s Connectivity Platform has solved the problem of expensive and unreliable wireless connection to multiple types of sensors in tough crop canopy and noisy RF environments. Using highly improved long-range radio technology and easy-to-deploy devices, RealmFive enables remote monitoring, control, and data-driven decision-making. The RealmFive Connection Platform is modular and flexible, allowing for simple third-party integration into the platform and a robust API to other digital farming platforms. With an expanding portfolio of applications including soil moisture, weather, irrigation monitoring, and state monitoring, RealmFive is bringing sensor-to-cloud solutions to agriculture.
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Markets: North America, South America, Europe, Africa, Australia

Products Offered
- Gateway Communications Device
- RealmFive-Ready Weather Front Communications Device
- Flex Wireless Monitoring Device
- Furrow Wireless Underground Monitoring Device
- Flip State Sensor
- Pivot Tower Monitoring System Pivot Status and Position Monitoring System